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In 1976 BMA occupied a one-room office at 1057 
Solano Avenue, suite 101. Soon after, suite 102 
was annexed. By 1981 BMA  had moved across 
the hall, and in 1997 we expanded again to occupy 
most of the second floor. By 2005 our team had 
almost doubled in size and we were faced with the 
reality of outgrowing our Solano Ave home. 

Realizing how much we like our 32 year loca-
tion in Albany - knock out a wall here and there, 
replace bulky desk spaces with new efficient 
furniture and we're here to stay.  

By Christmas 2006, BMA’s remodel was com-
plete.  

WITH GROWTH....

   COMES CHANGE

          

The Solano Grill, always a BMA favorite, hosted 
another double birthday bash celebrating Tom and 
Rita’s February birthdays. The food was wonderful, 
the lively conversation flowed freely and, as usual, 
the milestones came with big smiles. 

BIRTHDAYS... 

 & ANNIVERSARY
Pauli’s anniversary was celebrated with Tira-
misu. Pauli has been a draftsperson at  BMA for 
7 years. She has provided support to Red and 
Green teams while bringing laughter and smiles 
to all. Thank you Pauli! 

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

Richwood is the other half of the Green team, 
making things happen with Daniel in places like 
Nevada and Alabama. Before joining BMA, Rich-
wood was pursuing both chicks and a BA in 
Graphic Design at San Jose State University. Rich-
wood spends time with his son RJ, fishing, camping 
and enjoying many other father/son activities. 
Another of Richwood’s favorite pastimes is to BBQ 
for family and friends. He is very skilled at prepar-
ing Filipino cuisine but is also comfortable cooking American style food, since RJ 
prefers it. This summer, Richwood and RJ plan to go camping with 19 (and count-
ing) of their friends. They also plan to catch some sun in Puerto Vallarta.


